Intercall

adding even more functionality to your Intercall system
In addition to the standard units which are available for all INTERCALL systems, there is a
wide range of accessories which have been specifically designed to make your system more
adaptable for a variety of needs.
In particular the range includes the accessories below which enable patients with virtually
every level of disability to use the system with ease.
In addition to the standard range of accessories, we also manufacture bespoke accessories
to suit a particular requirement. To find out more about these, please contact your supplier.

Accessories to enhance your Intercall system:
NP2 and NP4 pear leads – if a resident needs access to your call system when they are away from their call point,
these attractively styled pear leads are the perfect solution. They are available in 2-metre and 4-metre lengths and the
right-angled jack plug reduces the chance of damage by furniture movement. Each unit is supplied complete with a
clip fastener, so the unit can be attached to clothing or bed sheets if necessary. In the event that a lead is pulled out
of its socket, a standard alarm call is generated.
PS1 plug in pull cord – for applications where a pull cord would be more convenient than a pear lead, the PS1 Plug
in Pull Cord enables a call to be generated by the use of a pull string action. This simply plugs into the jack socket of
any Intercall Call Point and is supplied with a 30cm cord, and an easy to see orange pull. With the unit installed, a call
can be generated by either the call button or the plug-in pull cord.

PM1 pressure mat – the PM1 is a standard pressure mat which activates a standard call when pressure is applied
to the mat. It should only be placed under a mat or carpet as it is not designed to be walked on directly. It is supplied
complete with a two-metre lead and a right angled jack plug. The surface area of the mat measures 300 x 600 mm.

S2 water resistant air switch – the S2 Air Switch is ideal for environments such as bathrooms and showers where
water could make contact with the system. It is totally sealed and waterproof and, since it uses air to trigger a call,
it is completely safe to use. The S2 Air Switch is fitted with a clip fastener so it can be attached easily to a shower
curtain or towel, and the unit will generate a standard call should it be removed from the jack socket.

BC1 breath switch – even the most severely handicapped people can have access to your call system with the
BC1 Breath Switch. It operates in a similar way to the pear leads and the air switch above, by generating a standard
call, and plugs into the jack on all Intercall call points. It is supplied with detachable mouth-pieces which can
be sterilized.

“

because of the system’s inherent flexibility,
you can easily add extra call points, display
units and a wide range of additional
features as and when you need them

”

TIR4 infra red trigger – where patients or staff need to make calls when they are away from a call point, the
TIR4 Infra Red Trigger is the neat, compact solution. So it is ideal in locations such as lounges or common rooms
where each resident can be given a trigger to allow access to the call system. The TIR4 requires an infra red enabled
call point to operate (such as the L722, L752 etc) and can be used on both the Intercall 600 and 700 systems.
When using the TIR4 with an Intercall 700 system, it is possible to identify the call location and the individual caller.

CS1 ceiling pull switch – the ceiling pull switch provides direct access to the call system from bathrooms and
toilets. The unit is ceiling-mounted and features a floor length cord with two easy to use G loops. It has twin integral
re-assurance indicators, which flash to confirm that a call has been generated.

PIR1 passive infra red bed monitor – if you need to monitor a resident’s bed and alert staff when he or she is on
the move, the PIR1 bed monitor will detect movement and alert the staff. However, the bed itself is ‘masked’ out of
the range of the detector so that it only monitors movement outside the bed area. Any movement within the receiver’s
range will activate a call, and trigger the call point.

RAP alphanumeric pagers – for applications where you need to connect alphanumeric pagers to the system,
the L747 Universal Interface offers simple, convenient connections. The pagers display all calls made on the system
as they would appear on the display unit, showing the exact location of each call in full alphanumeric text. With the
CMS Lite PC Software, you can configure your system to allow individual pagers to respond to specific calls, making
it possible to either zone the building by area, or by call type. There is also a day/night mode available so that pagers
can be programmed to respond to different calls at set times during the day or night.
CMS lite call management software – the CMS Lite Call Management Software is the simplest and most convenient
way to manage all the activity from your Intercall 600 or Intercall 700 system. It is easy to configure and use, and it lets you
record and store all system events and resident call history on your personal computer. This can be printed out at any time
for use in resident care assessments and investigations, giving you enhanced management of your entire care home.
The call management software can also be used to control staff pagers, staff can be kept in touch with calling residents,
and specific members of staff can be alerted to particular events. Staff may be contacted at any time, by using the Page
Staff facility, allowing free text messages to be sent to the pagers.
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If you would like further information about bespoke
solutions and accessories, please contact your
supplier who will be pleased to help.

